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The Trophy
A word on Design Awards
In exploring the business of design awards from all sorts of angles, a picture is
promptly painted of the state of prize-giving in this arguably over-lauded and
possibly over-hyped arena, disclosing a few good reasons to evaluate not only
the effectiveness of such awards but the sincerity. It would seem that there are no
limits to the range of methods employed, and the prizes themselves can as well be
monetary as publicity-oriented, and sometimes of little actual value. Furthermore, it
would seem that the whole awards business, like most others, is quite likely to be
riddled with ulterior motives.
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“Don’t enter awards competitions. It’s not good for
you.” That’s Bruce Mau’s advice in his 1998 ‘Incomplete
Manifesto for Growth’, which has never been taken too
seriously. “Design suffers from award-itis”, the International Herald Tribune critic Alice Rawsthorn told us,
and numbers confirm she is right. In total, 14,000 submissions were registered in 2010 for the Red Dot competitions (including entries from Nepal!) while the iF
awards registered 13,000. The two German awards, together with the Compasso d’Oro in Italy, are the oldest,
most respected design prizes around and, despite their
huge numbers, they represent only the tip of the iceberg. Events, companies, magazines and websites: everyone seems to be equally busy with the organisation
of yet another competition, and it is actually quite rare
today to find a designer who has not received an award
of some sort. This fact alone, according to the most basic economic rule of supply and demand, should bring
the value of such prizes close to zero. Yet ‘award-itis’
keeps spreading, almost virally. Why?
Do design awards benefit designers?

Not according to Jasper Morrison -- he is so ‘unbothered’ by the whole palaver that he cannot quite remem-
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ber how many awards he has received. “Ten, maybe?”
he says. “I don’t take them too seriously: they don’t
have too much impact, commercially or professionally.
It’s nice to get one, but that doesn’t mean that the product was good, rather, that a jury liked it”.
Konstantin Grcic admits to being ‘honoured’ when he
received the Compasso d’Oro in 2001 “because the
Great Maestros won it in the past. But it’s not a professional achievement for me. Too many products get
awarded and when too much money is involved I sense
an automatic lack of credibility. It all seems like a trading bazaar.”
“Awards are a money-making machine”, says Luca Nichetto. “It is hard to believe that a large company that
can afford multiple entries, would not get some sort of
recognition.” Karlsruhe University of Design Professor
Volker Albus thinks “leading design awards are of a high
quality and express direct appraisal towards the works
of designers and companies.” Yet, although he “does not
suppose that fees have direct influence on the jury,” even
he admits that “indirectly and without a doubt, a certain
obligation towards large companies will be the result.”
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Do designers think that the awards might be
crooked?

Jasper Morrison doesn’t. “I do not believe that having
many submissions has a real influence on the decision, if
the design is not worth it. I do remember, as a jury member, once being asked by the director of a well known
design competition to reconsider a car that nobody gave
an award to: only one jury member changed his vote, but
it was not enough for the product to win.” Yet, doubts
linger on. Alice Rawsthorn: “There are honourable exceptions but I tend to be especially suspicious of award
programmes with multiple categories that designers and
their clients have to pay to enter. They generally seem
intended to generate a) income and b) media coverage
for the organisers, rather than to celebrate the quality of
the design, not least as the results are invariably biased in
favour of big companies that can afford to pay for multiple entries, to the detriment of smaller ones.”
Can design competitions regain credibility and awe in
the eyes of independent professionals? Together with
some highly respected magazine awards (with free entries), the most quoted best practice is the Prix Emile
Hermès: no costs, very few winners (3), and an financial reward that can really impact one’s professional
career (€50,000). “That would truly be proof that a
jury believed in your design”, says Grcic. Less money
involved, less winners is more credibility.
Do design awards benefit companies?

“In 2006 an EMNID study established that consumer decisions can be positively influenced by design
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awards, which are perceived as positive image factors
across all age groups”, says Andrej Kupetz, General
Manager of the German Design Council. Yet companies have difficulties quantifying this. “We cannot say
that we have ever had product sales increases due to a
design award. The public simply does not know what
they are”, says Alessandro Finetto, Director of Global
Consumer Design at Whirlpool.
Ralph Wiegmann, President of iF GmbH, admits that
an award alone is not the key to success: “Amongst
awarded products, some failed on the market and others succeeded. An award can never guarantee market
success (…) but it provides a strong argument about
your product’s design quality, that it was confirmed by
a panel of experts. It cannot compensate for other mistakes that might be made.” At Whirlpool, for instance,
they put an extra bullet in the communications gun to
target trade. “Retailers and kitchen builders are quite
sensitive to these issues and normally give better visibility to awarded products”, says Finetto.
Communication is, indeed, what design awards are
all about. “Furniture and home products easily receive visibility in alluring publications, hence design
awards matter less in this area than in others, notably
the more technical ones”, says Konstantin Grcic. The
owner of furniture company Magis, Eugenio Perazza,
for instance, appreciates design awards (“they help the
brand’s prestige to grow”), yet he nonetheless considers purely cultural recognitions, such as “the presence
of our products in permanent museum collections”

to be equally if not more important. While electronic
giant Philips just cannot get enough: “Each year we
win over 50 awards from top institutions”, says Yasu
Kusume, Vice President of Philips Design in the Netherlands. “Our percentage of awards received for the
total number of entries is consistently above 30%.”
According to Wiegmann, “An established award is
providing many benefits and costs little money, compared even to the smallest advertisement costs.” The
reason for this planetary success may well simply be
in this sentence.

cost of their inclusion in the printed catalogue and in
the online catalogue, the cost of two exhibitions and
the general marketing costs. The total is €2600 . “This
year, 4,433 products from more than 60 countries entered the ‘Red Dot: Product Design’ competition”, says
Prof Zec. “But only roughly one in five products won
an award, with around 80% of entrants going home
empty-handed.” Of course this means that 20% actually did get an award (roughly 880 products), while
778 received the iF Product Design award in 2010. We
will leave the maths to the reader.

Do design competitions benefit the organisers?

Winning the Compasso d’Oro in Italy is even more
expensive: €8000 for the award and €3000 for the
Honourable Mention. “But one is sure to be standing out from the pack since we give so few of them.
Since its start in 1954, the competition has had 21
editions with 340 awards and 1,800 Honorable Mentions”, says Luisa Bocchietto, President of the ADI
(the professional Industrial Designers Association)
that organises the Compasso d’Oro. Of course, this
is a national contest rather than an international one.
But it is remarkable that in 2008 only 10 items received the prize. “The money (which is not much) is
used to pay for the cost of storing the pieces in our
permanent design collection, which numbers more
than 2000 pieces, a catalogue of things the experts
of a different era considered to be the best of their
time. Historically, it’s a treasure.” Bocchietto, like all
ADI staff, works on a voluntary basis. “Our purpose is
solely the promotion of Italian design quality and the
maintenance of its heritage.”

The overviews of entry fees for product design competitions for the most well known European design awards
(Red Dot and iF) is quite complex, with prices varying
according to the type of object that is presented, and
the date on which the entry is submitted: the earlier,
the cheaper. “Registration fees are around €200 on average”, says Prof Zec, the mind behind Red Dot. For the
iF, it’s a little higher, €340. But iF makes a pre-selection
(“entries without any chance will not be accepted as we
do not want do raise costs”, says Wiegmann), while according to the Red Dot organisers “it would not make
sense to pre-select entries that have already reached
market maturity.” All 14,000 will therefore receive their
bill. But the really big bucks start coming in when a
product is worth recognition. Receiving an Honourable
Mention at the Red Dot product design competitions
costs €2250, and winning has the same price tag, while
the Best of Best pays a total of €4740. For the iF, a
winning product will have to add to its entry fees the
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velopment of truly innovative solutions.” According to
Popova, prizes make clients lazy (they will not bother
shopping around for real talent but simply trust someone else’s opinion) and designers complacent (“it’s easy
to buy into your own brilliance when you spend your
days sitting across from a shelf full of awards in your
posh office”). And between laziness and complacency
“the whole marketplace for design becomes a selfcontained universe isolated from the bigger cultural
context in which it lives, and from the human lives it
touches.”

The very famous design competitions may well all
cost a lot, may be considered by designers as ‘trading
bazaars’, and may not ensure an easy-to-quantify impact on sales; yet surely they will not take advantage of
young people’s craving of visibility to rip them off (on
the contrary, specific programmes supporting young
talents are often in place). The opposite can be said
of the dozens of other competitions (often sponsored
by companies or obscure associations) that lure inexperienced professionals into the promise of an actual
financial reward in exchange for a new design. The
winning concept may have the ‘honour’ of turning into
a product, but through cashing-in on the prize (which
is sometimes merely some visibility on a webzine or a
small monetary offering), the designer often automatically issues the design rights to the producer. Most people would laugh when asked to conceive and develop
an innovative product suitable for production for as
little as that. But when such a proposal is connected
to the magic words ‘design award’, it suddenly doesn’t
seem so bad. When fame is at stake, very few can actually resist, even if the trap is there for all to see.
Do awards benefit design as a discipline?

What one has the right to expect from an award is that
it brings the cultural status quo of a discipline one
step forward, by acknowledging truly astonishing approaches, discoveries, innovations or results. Design
awards were born after WWII for exactly this purpose.
“They were important in that they were a way to inform
people about quality and its value, and to give visibility to objects that otherwise most people would never
see”, says Konstantin Grcic. But times have changed
and ‘design’ today is probably one of the most used
(and, admittedly, abused) words in the international
dictionary. But the paradigms by which products get
awarded have evolved very little in 60 years.
Maria Popova, brand strategist and editor of the culture
and innovation blog Brain Pickings, considers today’s
creative sector an “industry of ego that uses design
awards as currency, with a negative effect on the de-

Providing room for constructive confrontation outside
the little designers’ condo (where everyone either has
a friend or an enemy and where all of them are world
famous to their own neighbour) could indeed be a way
to re-imbue the awards with cultural significance. According to Alice Rawsthorn, awards that ‘matter today’
are those that “either champion an important, often
misunderstood area of design (like the INDEX: Design
to Improve Life Awards programme in Copenhagen,
and with it, long term investment in sustainable and
ethical design), or those that provide sorely needed
cash for young designers (like the Jerwood Prize in the
UK, which is run by a charitable foundation).” But all
in all, “it can be more beneficial to the design culture
when designers win general awards that aren’t limited
to design.” The fact that typography designer Matthew
Carter won a MacArthur ‘Genius’ Grant last year, for
instance, “demonstrated that design is now regarded as
being as culturally complex and as important as, say,
literature, art, philosophy and architecture”, concludes
Rawsthorn.
“There is no world recognised Design Prize like the
Pritzker Prize in architecture or the Turner Prize
in contemporary art”, says design collector Didier
Krzentowski, owner of the celebrated Parisian design
gallery Kreo. “Maybe it’s time to have one?” Maybe.
As long as it doesn’t turn out to be yet another one of
the pack. #

Binnenskamers (Indoors), a graphic novel by Tim Enthoven
Tim knows from an early age that
he wants to become an artist. Years
later he avoids everything that might
come in the way of his ambition.
Like a hermit, he sets to work in his
student room, a glass prison on the
verge of bursting... Enthoven has
directly transplanted the memories of
his own student life into book form.
Binnenskamers leaves all convention
behind, focusing on optimal literary
narration and pictorial imagery,
a full experience. A meticulously
orchestrated whole. The book,
conceived as a ‘design’, was chosen
as the best graduation project at the
Dutch Design Academy in 2010.

Kaupunkiluonto- ja nykytaidetapahtuma Turussa 8.-9.9.2011
Urban Nature and contemporary art event in Turku
Ett evenemang om stadsnatur och modern konst i Åbo
www.turku2011.fi/urbannature
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